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Yamato 

"Slick Sushi for Serious Scoffers"

Set in a slick, modern environment in the heart of the business district of

Illovo, Yamato is an ideal spot for business lunches or relaxed dinners.

The exceptionally healthy food is traditional Japanese and is offered from

either a set or a la carte menu. Japanese appetizers, various noodle

dishes, sushi and sashimi, tempura and teppan yaki, as well as other

tantalizing options can be chosen to ensure an authentic oriental

experience.

 +27 11 268 0511  www.yamato.co.za/  info@yamato.co.za  19 Oxford Road,, Illovo Muse,

Johannesburg

Tsunami Seafood Emporium 

"Highly Rated Japanese Cuisine"

Tsunami's décor is contemporary and stylish, creating a pleasant

ambiance to savor a meal. The menu creates the illusion of little Japan in

Johannesburg. Around 60 percent of the items on the menu are

authentically Japanese. Octopus, eel, salmon and other seafood is cooked

to traditional recipes. Alternatively, choose between the delicious fare at

the Sushi Bar or have a chef cook for you at the Teppanyaki. For the less

adventurous there is an adequate wine list. It opens daily from noon.

 +27 11 783 4208  4 Hill Road, Johannesburg
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Mo-Zam-Bik 

"Eclectic Flavors"

Experience a glimpse of the land of Mozambique in the heart of

Johannesburg at Mo-Zam-Bik, a vibrantly designed bistro that celebrates

the best of South African and Portuguese cuisines. Brick-lined walls,

austere sitting booths and dining tables covered in vibrant red and yellow

tablecloths create a merry setting to devour some authentic delicacies of

the two countries. The chefs only use freshly sourced ingredients and

homemade sauces to serve up those fiery grilled chickens, succulent

seafood preparations, aromatic coconut rice and an excellent collection of

spirits.

 +27 724497809  www.mozambik.co.za/ran

dpark-ridge/

 randpark@mozambik.co.za  1 Knoppiesdoring Street,

Trinity Village Shopping

Centre, Johannesburg
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